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Attentional bias modification for addictive behaviors: clinical implications
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When a person has a goal of drinking alcohol or using another addictive substance, the person appears to be automatically distracted by stimuli related to the goal. Because the attentional bias might propel the person to use the substance, an intervention might help modify it. In this article, we discuss techniques that have been developed to help people overcome their attentional bias for alcohol, smoking-related stimuli, drugs, or unhealthy food. We also discuss how these techniques are being adapted for use on mobile devices. The latter would allow people with an addictive behavior to use the attentional training in privacy and as frequently as needed. The attentional training techniques discussed here appear to have several advantages. They are inexpensive, can be fun to use, and have flexibility in when, where, and how often they are used. The evidence so far also suggests that they are effective.
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Introduction

Addictive behavior sequences are goal-directed.1,2 Whether a person drinks alcohol excessively, abuses drugs, or eats food in an uncontrolled manner, the person is aiming to achieve a goal by engaging in the behavior. The goal, for instance, might be to reduce negative things (eg, depression, anxiety, or boredom) or to enhance positive things (eg, conviviality, happiness, or courage). As with any kind of motivated behavior, when people engage in addictive behaviors, they seem to notice things in their environment that are related to achieving the goal.2 Consider, for instance, a person who drinks a lot of alcohol. Various alcohol-related objects in the environment might attract the person’s attention, such as an advertisement for an alcoholic beverage, a 6-pack of beer in the refrigerator, or the aisle in a supermarket where wine is displayed.

Goal-Directed or Automatic?

Some neuroscientists would disagree that addictive behaviors are goal-directed. They view addicted individuals as having lost control over their use of the substance to which they are addicted. The use is said to be compulsive and “automatic,” ie, automatized or, to use an even more apt term, integrated3—rather than goal-directed—despite the negative consequences of the use.4 This view rests on observations that, in some cases, addicted individuals’ executive control has been compromised due to brain changes that have resulted from the use.5 However, opposing automatization to goal-directedness creates a false dichotomy. Automatization means the integration of initially separate action units into a longer, relatively seamless action stream that requires little conscious control to unfold, as in skilled playing of a musical instrument, driving a car in traffic, or fielding a baseball. Indeed, bringing the components of an automatized action into consciousness tends to disrupt its flow. However, it is important to realize that automatization does not create an inflexible automaton. Even automatized action sequences are subject to modification depending on circumstances. The guitarist may change specific fingering to accommodate a suddenly broken string, the driver can adjust to the need to take a detour, and the fielder’s movements will vary according to the wind, other players, or an unexpected bounce—all in the service of attaining their respective goals. The automatized action sequences remain aimed at these goals and remain under...
conscious control. A distinguishing feature of goal-directedness—indeed, one of its operational definitions—has long been considered to be the changing tactics in the face of obstacles, as was first strongly argued by Wolfgang Köhler. At that time, this flexibility was labeled Umweg (detour) behavior to describe new responses that circumvent obstacles to goal-attainment. Detour behavior certainly describes the actions of addicts who face obstacles to obtaining their substances, as for instance shown in the wily actions of addicted nurses in stealing substances from patients and hospital stores. However addicted, their actions are not automatic in any uncontrolled sense—but, they do remain clearly directed at achieving their goals.

We agree, as do others, that decisions about drinking alcohol or using other substances can be highly automatized, with substance users often being unaware of the factors that influence their decisions. Nevertheless, the substance use itself is a voluntary act. Even if parts of a behavioral sequence become automatized, substance use remains goal-directed. The evidence suggests only that the behavior (drug seeking) can become repetitive. When we seek something, we are seeking a target (ie, a goal), regardless of whether the behavior is under selective, conscious control or whether it involves an automatized/habitual chain of behaviors that are triggered by internal or external cues.

Addiction, of course, represents a major shift in the relative incentive values of an individual’s goals, both substance-related and other. In accordance with Expectancy X Value decision theory, that shift changes decisions and impedes a person’s ability to stop striving for the target of the addiction. In other words, the goals that directing behavior change in potency, and with them the direction of decision-making changes, but the behavior remains goal-directed.

Others also contend that an addictive behavior is controlled by voluntary choices rather than being a pharmaceutically controlled act. This view is consistent with the observation that even severely addicted individuals undergo natural remission, presumably when they reach the decision that the benefits of changing outweigh the costs of the addiction. Still others have shown that rewards and punishments can be used to dramatically change addictive behaviors, as, for example, when contingency management treatments are used.

Relevance of Attentional Bias for Addictive Behaviors

The attentional bias for alcohol-related (or other addiction-related) stimuli apparently is more than an interesting epiphenomenon. It appears to have a real effect on the addicted person’s thoughts and actions. For instance, when the person sees a 6-pack of beer, he or she might start thinking about how good the beer would taste and how relaxing drinking it would be. Such thoughts, in turn, might well culminate in the act of drinking, even though the person might earlier have resolved not to drink. Thus, addiction-related attentional bias seems to be an important mechanism undergirding addictive behaviors. We need, therefore, to understand its parameters and the variables that affect it. We also need ways to accurately measure it and techniques for overcoming it.

Measuring Addiction-Related Attentional Bias

Several laboratory paradigms have been developed for measuring addiction-related attentional bias, including the visual probe, flicker, dual-task, Stroop paradigms, and eye-tracking. Of these, the addiction Stroop test, which is based on the classic Stroop color-naming test, has been most widely used. The stimuli used in the addiction Stroop test belong to 1 of 2 categories—addiction-related or emotionally neutral—and each stimulus usually appears in 1 of 4 colors: red, yellow, blue, or green. In the computerized version of the test, 1 stimulus appears on the screen at a time, and the participant’s task is to ignore the meaning of the word and only name the color in which it is written as quickly and accurately as possible. When the addiction-related words are emotionally significant (eg, goal-related) for an individual, his or her attention seems to be automatically drawn to the meaning of the words, so that the time taken to name the word color is slower than when the words are emotionally neutral. From the results, an interference score is calculated for each participant (the person’s mean reaction time to the addiction-related stimuli minus his or her mean reaction time to the neutral stimuli).

The literature on the addiction-related attentional bias as measured by the Stroop and other tasks is extensive, and it has been reviewed several times. In the case of alcohol consumption, some of the salient conclusions from these reviews are as follows:

1. The magnitude of the attentional bias is generally proportional to the amount of alcohol that people habitually consume (eg, dependent drinkers > heavy drinkers > moderate drinkers > nondrinkers).
2. Attentional bias and subjective craving affect each other, and this reciprocal process is likely to result in use of the substance.
3. Attentional bias predicts later substance use (eg, post-treatment), although the evidence for this conclusion is not entirely consistent.

It should be emphasized, however, that such results are based on group means (eg, the mean of heavy drinkers compared with the mean of nondrinkers). The assessment
of attentional bias is not precise enough for definitive statements to be made about individuals’ status (eg, whether or not the person is a heavy drinker or whether an addicted drinker in treatment is likely to relapse).

Objectives of This Article
The Guest Editor of this special issue of CNS Spectrums invited us to contribute an article to introduce attentional bias as a psychological construct and its relevance for the treatment of addiction disorders. Accordingly, the purpose of this article is to (a) show the relevance that attentional bias has for addictive disorders, (b) review techniques that have been developed to train people to overcome their attentional bias for addiction-related stimuli, and (c) discuss studies that have been conducted to evaluate the attentional retraining.

Attentional retraining for addictive disorders is a relatively new area of investigation. To the best of our knowledge, only 10 studies have been published on this topic, although there are a number of other studies with promising results that have not been published yet. In any case, this body of literature does not yet warrant a meta-analysis or a systematic review.

Accordingly, in this article we first discuss techniques based on the Stroop color-naming test that we developed for measuring and changing people’s attentional bias in the laboratory. We then discuss attentional retraining techniques that are based on the visual probe task. Finally, we discuss ongoing work that uses hand-held mobile devices for helping people to overcome their attentional bias and, in turn, their addictive behaviors.

Alcohol Attention Control Training Program
The Alcohol Attention Control Training Program (AACTP) is a computerized intervention for helping drinkers to overcome their automatic distraction by alcohol stimuli. This distraction is thought to be the first in a series of events that can lead to positive thoughts about drinking, craving alcohol, and then procuring alcohol and imbibing. The aim of the intervention is to help drinkers gain control over the distraction caused by alcohol stimuli. If they are able to achieve this, they should then be better able to control their drinking.

The AACTP encompasses several important components. First, using the alcohol Stroop test, it measures drinkers’ alcohol attentional bias, and it then informs them of the results and the meaning and consequences of their distraction. Second, it engages participants in their training with the AACTP by helping them to set realistic goals for reducing their distraction. Third, it aims to motivate participants by providing them with immediate feedback about their performance.

Like the alcohol Stroop test, AACTP training utilizes the basic principles of the classic Stroop color-naming test. There are 2 categories of stimuli: Pictures of alcoholic beverages and pictures of non-alcoholic beverages. However, both kinds of stimuli are chosen individually for each participant on the basis of his or her favorite beverages. Each stimulus has a color surround (in red, yellow, blue, or green), but the stimuli are arranged in 3 series of increasing difficulty. In the first series, on each trial an alcoholic or a non-alcoholic beverage is presented on the computer screen on a colored background. In the second series, an alcoholic or a non-alcoholic beverage has a narrow color outline rather than a colored background. In the first 2 series, the participant’s task is to ignore the beverage (whether it is alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and respond to the surrounding color as quickly and accurately as possible. In the third series, an alcoholic and a non-alcoholic beverage, both of which have a narrow color outline, appear simultaneously. Here the participant is supposed to name the color of the outline of the non-alcoholic beverage while ignoring the alcoholic one. As in the alcohol Stroop test, from each of the 3 series of stimuli in the AACTP, interference scores are calculated by subtracting participants’ mean reaction times to the non-alcoholic stimuli from their mean reaction times to the alcoholic stimuli. Like the 3 series of stimuli, the training itself is arranged in a hierarchy. Its difficulty varies according to which series of stimuli is presented and the time constraints placed on completing the series. Before starting the task, the participant and the person administering the training jointly agree on the time limit. It is based on what seems realistic for the participant, judging from the performance on the initial alcohol Stroop test. When the performance goal has been reached, positive feedback is given via the computer. Additionally, when each stage of the training has been completed, the participant is given feedback that includes a graph depicting the mean reaction time to the alcoholic and non-alcoholic stimuli, the alcohol interference score, and an interpretation of the scores.

The effects of AACTP training on participants’ alcohol attentional bias and their alcohol consumption have been evaluated in 2 laboratory studies, and 1 study tested its effects when delivered over the Internet. In the first lab-based study, harmful drinkers (defined as men who drank more than 50 units of alcohol per week or women who drank more than 35 units per week) were recruited from the Bangor University Community Participant Panel and the Bangor University Intranet. Participants served as their own controls; thus, there was an initial 4-week waiting period prior to the training during which no changes in alcohol attentional bias or alcohol consumption were expected; to assess this, an assessment was given before and after the waiting period.
Thus, during this period, participants served as a waiting-list control. After the 4 weeks of waiting, participants underwent 4 weeks of training, which consisted of 1 hour of AACTP training each week in our laboratory. A post-training assessment was then administered, and a follow-up assessment was administered 3 months later.

The results of the study confirmed our hypotheses. First, during the initial, 1-month waiting period, there were neither changes in participants’ alcohol attentional bias nor their alcohol consumption. Second, from before to after the AACTP training, participants showed a statistically significant reduction in their alcohol attentional bias and their alcohol consumption. Third, at the 3-month follow-up, the reductions that were observed at the end of the training were maintained. These results were encouraging in that they confirmed that (a) harmful drinkers’ automatic distraction by alcohol stimuli can be retrained, (b) the reduction in attentional bias is accompanied by a reduction in alcohol consumption, and (c) the improvements are sustained for at least 3 months.

The other studies that have evaluated the AACTP are as yet unpublished; nevertheless, they are worth mentioning here. In the first of these studies, in order to test the effects of both AACTP training and a motivational intervention, a factorial design was used to compare the individual and combined effects of the 2 interventions on alcohol consumption. Thus, unlike the first AACTP study, this study included an independent, no-treatment control group. The purpose of the motivational intervention was to identify participants’ maladaptive motivational patterns and help them to change these patterns. The overarching objective was to enable participants to develop a fulfilling lifestyle that did not involve excessive use of alcohol or other drugs. In this study, both 3-month and a 6-month follow-up assessments were given. Again, the results indicated that AACTP training was effective in reducing alcohol consumption, and the reduction was sustained up to 3 months. On the other hand, although the effects of the motivational intervention were slower to occur, they lasted longer, ie, up to 6 months. There were, however, no incremental effects when the 2 interventions were combined. These results suggest that AACTP training would be effective in achieving short-term reductions in drinking, but that the effects of the motivational intervention would be more enduring.

The next study was conducted over the Internet with participants who wished to reduce their drinking. There were 4 groups of participants; they were trained with either the AACTP or 1 of 3 variants of approach-bias training, or they received sham training. At the post-test, there was a significant reduction in drinking in the AACTP group and 2 of the other 3 experimental groups. There was also a reduction in craving, and an increase in self-efficacy and perceived control. Thus, the Web-based study suggests beneficial effects of the AACTP.

**Variants of the Attention Control Training Program**

The importance of attentional bias is not limited to alcohol abuse. For example, smokers show an attentional bias for smoking-related stimuli, and drug abusers show an attentional bias for drug-related stimuli. Moreover, the substance-related attentional bias appears to increase abusers’ substance-seeking and substance use. Several researchers have also tested the effectiveness of attentional bias training in helping smokers curb their attentional bias for addiction-related stimuli. Nevertheless, even though drug-related attentional bias predicts post-treatment relapse among drug abusers, to our best knowledge, attentional training has not previously been developed for drug abusers.

This omission is important because drug abusers might be characteristically different from alcohol abusers. Moreover, most attentional bias research has been conducted with abusers from Western cultures. Thus, 1 question remained unanswered: To what extent can we generalize findings about alcohol attentional bias to drug abusers given that a considerable number of drug abusers live in non-Western countries?

Two unpublished studies found that Iranian heroin and opium abusers had greater attentional bias for drug-related stimuli than non-abusers. Another published study showed that drug-related attentional bias was inversely related to attentional bias for personally relevant goals; that is, as distraction for stimuli related to participants’ personal (non-substance-related) goals increased, distractions for drug-related stimuli decreased. Studies from South Korea that used eye-tracking techniques found that smokers had an attentional bias for smoking-related cues. Another study that combined eye tracking with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) concluded that the brain’s attentional mechanisms in combination with its motivational and reward-related mechanisms play an important role in smoking-related cue reactivity, attentional bias, and subjective craving.

Studies from China have reported similar results. These results underscore the importance of developing attentional training for drug abusers.

Encouraged by the results obtained using the AACTP with alcohol abusers discussed earlier, we developed and tested the effectiveness of the Drug Alcohol Attention Control Training Program (Drug-ACTP) using 2 samples: (a) drug abusers having methadone maintenance therapy (MMT) and (b) drug abusers undergoing detoxification. It should be noted, however, that 2 of these studies are as yet unpublished. The procedure for the Drug-ACTP is similar to that for the
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A AACTP; however, the salient stimuli are drug-related rather than drug-related. These include pictures of drugs, such as heroin, opium, and pills, and drug-abuse equipment such as pipes and lighters. We first collected a large number of photographs of drug-related items, then showed them to drug-abusers in treatment and asked them to rank the pictures according to their relevance to drug abuse and their putative salience. Then, the most relevant and salient photos were selected for inclusion in the Drug-ACTP. Similarly, pictures of fruits and vegetables were assembled and shown to drug abusers to rank in terms of their popularity and desirability, and those with the highest ranks were chosen for inclusion in the program. The rationale for including fruits and vegetables was to have a healthy alternative to drugs.

In the first study,43 volunteer drug abusers in MMT received 3 45-minute training sessions with the Drug-ACTP. The control group comprised a comparable sample of drug abusers on MMT who continued receiving treatment as usual. An assessment was given at baseline, post-training, and 2 and 6 months later. It measured, among other things, attentional bias, motivational structure,51,52 temptation to use, confidence to resist using, and readiness to change. Results showed that, compared to the control group, the experimental group (a) reduced their drug-related attentional bias (Cohen d=0.66), temptations to use (Cohen d=0.64), and number of lapses (Cohen d=0.67); and (b) they increased their confidence to resist temptations and urges (Cohen d=0.73). Moreover, regardless of group membership, participants’ adaptive motivation was positively correlated with success in achieving their therapeutic goals (in terms of months that they remained in the MMT program), and was negatively associated with the dose of methadone taken and number of relapses. Thus, these results are consistent with those obtained with the AACTP. Nevertheless, one might argue that drug abusers in MMT, knowing that they are aided by methadone, face minimal difficulty in managing their sobriety. It was important, therefore, to establish the effectiveness of the Drug-ACTP with drug abusers who were not taking a medication, such as methadone or buprenorphine, to counteract the effects of opium withdrawal.

The second study,44 therefore, was conducted with drug abusers in a detoxification program. They were randomly assigned (a) to receive 3 sessions of training with the Drug-ACTP or (b) to a control group that received a computerized sham intervention. Participants received the same assessment tools as in the MMT study, and they were retested post-training and 1 month and 6 months later. At 1 or more of the follow-ups, training with the Drug-ACTP, unlike the sham training, had reduced drug-related attentional bias (Cohen d=0.77), perceived stress (Cohen d=0.90), temptation to use (Cohen d=0.70), negative affect (Cohen d=0.77), and number of relapses. Moreover, at post-treatment and the 6-month follow-up, these reductions were accompanied by increased confidence to resist using drugs (Cohen d=0.62). Therefore, similar to the drug-abusers in MMT, those in detoxification benefited from the training. These findings support the clinical usefulness of the Drug-ACTP.

We believe that attentional training using the ACTP procedure could be used with many problems where decision-making (eg, what to eat) or feeling a certain way (eg, depressed, anxious) is a critical variable in maintaining the problematic behavior. We have conducted 3 studies that used the ACTP with dieting, depressed, or socially anxious individuals. These kinds of problems have communalities with alcohol and drug abuse; the most important is the person’s perception of loss of control over various aspects of the problem. For example, cognitive factors (especially attentional bias53–56) play an important role in the eating behavior of dieters. Overweight people’s eating behavior is, of course, an important determinant of their success in losing weight, and attentional training might become an important therapeutic component of dieting interventions.

Of the 3 studies using the ACTP we just referred to (with dieting, depressed, or socially anxious individuals), we discuss only the one with dieters because eating behavior, unlike the other 2 problems, can be regarded as an addictive disorder. The study had 2 goals.57 The first goal was to study the relationship between attentional bias and eating behavior in dieters who did not have a severe eating disorder (ie, anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa). The results showed that food-related attentional bias was greater in dieters than in people of normal body weight who were not dieting, and that participants’ body-mass index was positively associated with their attentional bias for high-calorie food. Moreover, obese dieters were characterized by emotional (eating in response to negative emotions) and restrained (self-restricted food intake) eating rather than external eating. The second goal of the study was to test the effectiveness of a food-ACTP in reducing dieters’ attentional bias for high-calorie food. Dieters were randomly assigned to 1 of 3 groups: active training, sham training, or a no-intervention control. An assessment was given to all groups at baseline, post-training, and a 3-month follow-up. Training with the Food-ACTP reduced dieters’ food-related attentional bias and the rate at which they dropped out of a dieting program.

Other Attentional Retraining Techniques

Attentional retraining techniques for addictive behaviors have been developed using paradigms other than the Stroop task, most notably the visual-probe task.
In the assessment version of the visual-probe task, the stimuli are 2 pictures or 2 words, presented side by side on a computer screen, 1 of which is alcohol-related and the other neutral. The stimuli then disappear; a visual probe appears in the location of 1 of the stimuli, and the participant is instructed to respond to the probe as rapidly as possible. Many studies have shown that, unlike individuals who are not abusing drugs, heavy drinkers, tobacco smokers, heroin users, and cocaine users are faster to respond to probes that replace drug-related pictures than to probes that replace neutral pictures, suggesting that the drug-related cues capture drug abusers’ attention.18

In the training version of the task, the location of the visual probes is manipulated in such a way that participants can be taught to direct their attention either toward or away from the location that the drug-related stimulus occupied. For example, to train participants to direct their attention away from drug-related cues, visual probes would replace nondrug-related, control pictures with a probability close to 100%. Over a series of trials, participants shift their attention away from the drug-related stimuli in order to respond rapidly to the probes. This training technique has been used with heavy drinkers, and it has consistently affected alcohol attentional bias in the predicted direction.18,19,56 As also hypothesized, it has sometimes affected subjective ratings of craving and the amount of alcohol consumed in an experimental taste test. The technique has been used with alcohol-dependent patients, with whom it had the expected effect on attentional bias. Of greater clinical significance, one study gave multiple sessions of the intervention to alcohol-dependent inpatients.59 The intervention led to a reduction in alcohol attentional bias decreases. In laboratory situations, the training has presumably occurs because the user’s attention is involuntarily drawn to the concern-related stimulus. This presumably occurs because the user’s attention is involuntarily drawn to the concern-related stimulus. When this paradigm is used as a retraining task, the target probe replaces 1 of the 2 images. The user is instructed to respond to the target as quickly as possible. In the measurement phase, the target replaces either the neutral image or the concern-related image with equal probability. The classic finding is that users are faster and more accurate at detecting or classifying the target when it replaces the concern-related image. This presumably occurs because the user’s attention is involuntarily drawn to the concern-related stimulus. When this paradigm is used as a retraining task, the target always (or with a greater-than-chance probability) replaces the neutral stimulus. Although initially performance is poor (due to the attention-grabbing nature of the concern-related stimuli), over time attention is retrained, speed and/or accuracy of responding to the target stimulus increases, and (ideally) the attentional bias decreases. In laboratory situations, the training has been shown to lead to a reduction in the relevant anxiety, phobia, or other problem.65,66

Mobile Versions of Attentional Retraining

Mobile Versions of Attentional Retraining

Given the successful results of the various laboratory-based interventions discussed in this article, it is natural to wonder whether the same techniques could be brought “out of the lab” and used by individuals on mobile devices (eg, iPhones, Androids, or other smartphones). Making such training techniques available on mobile devices would have several advantages. For example, it would allow individuals who are fighting an addiction to participate in the training as and when they needed it and in a private environment. Furthermore, having the training on a mobile device would allow it to be used more frequently, and some evidence suggests that training which is “spaced” is more effective than training which is “massed.”56,62 This is related to the well-known “spacing effect” that has been extensively studied in the memory and learning literature.

Finally, depending on the specific implementation, it may also be possible to incorporate “game-like” elements into the training (eg, by using leaderboards, high scores, or other challenges) that may serve to increase trainees’ engagement.

Within non-addiction domains, several cognitive and attention-related training paradigms have been developed for mobile devices. Most notably, many versions of the well-known “n-back memory task”62 have been developed for mobile devices. These have gained popularity because research suggests that practice on the task may improve fluid intelligence.53

Furthermore, the self-help mobile market has had a proliferation of mobile-training programs that are aimed at helping users overcome various forms of anxiety (including social anxiety disorder), phobias, and depression. Most of these have been built around variations of the initial visual-probe task64 that was described earlier. In the self-help and mobile versions of such tasks, the mobile user sees pairs of photographs—one neutral image and the other containing a concern-related stimulus (such as a spider [for people suffering from a spider phobia], a sad face [for depressed individuals], or a group of people [for socially anxious individuals]). Both images then disappear, and a target probe replaces 1 of the 2 images. The user is instructed to respond to the target as quickly as possible. In the measurement phase, the target replaces either the neutral image or the concern-related image with equal probability. The classic finding is that users are faster and more accurate at detecting or classifying the target when it replaces the concern-related image. This presumably occurs because the user’s attention is involuntarily drawn to the concern-related stimulus. When this paradigm is used as a retraining task, the target always (or with a greater-than-chance probability) replaces the neutral stimulus. Although initially performance is poor (due to the attention-grabbing nature of the concern-related stimuli), over time attention is retrained, speed and/or accuracy of responding to the target stimulus increases, and (ideally) the attentional bias decreases. In laboratory situations, the training has been shown to lead to a reduction in the relevant anxiety, phobia, or other problem.65,66

Whereas numerous researchers have studied cognitive and anxiety-related training programs on mobile
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devices, to date, addiction-specific research has received only minimal attention. One company has made a version of the visual-probe task that is aimed at helping mobile device users retrain their attention in order to avoid a range of concern-related stimuli, including smoking-related ones. The company, Mental Mint (http://www.mentalmint.com/), uses the visual-probe paradigm described above. Although there are currently no efficacy data available for these programs, the company has managed to incorporate a variety of engagement-enhancing features (scores, tips, facts, etc) into its program.

Recently we have developed a “gamified” version of the ACTP. Unlike the standard visual-probe variants made for mobile phones, we have taken the underlying principles on which the lab-based procedure is based and incorporated them into an arcade-style game. Mobile phone users have a first-person perspective of a shopper going through a 3D supermarket. They must run down the cartoon-style supermarket aisle and collect healthy items and avoid grabbing the alcohol-related items. Grabbing unhealthy items or missing healthy items leads to point losses and ultimately to failure to progress to higher levels. At the end of each 45-second “run,” a mad dash round has pairs of items appearing, and the player must touch the non-alcohol item in the pair (very much like the original AACTP). The game is designed with numerous gamification features, including levels, high-scores, time limits, subtle increases in difficulty, sound effects, etc. To ensure a broad demographic sample, and to collect blind data, we partnered with a professional media research agency (Other Lines of Enquiry, http://www.otherlines.com) to run a field study using the new game.

In the first field study, we identified 37 (60% male) heavy drinkers whose habitual alcohol consumption was well above the UK Department of Health’s gender-specific guidelines for safe drinking. From this pool of drinkers, 32 were selected to form the experimental group and were asked to play the game for at least 12 minutes a week (at their leisure); the remaining 8 served as a waiting-list control group. We used the alcohol Stroop task to quantify participants’ attentional bias before the intervention, after 2 weeks, after 4 weeks (when the study had ended), and again at 8 weeks. The testing sessions also included several drinking-related questionnaires to measure, for example, participants’ alcohol consumption and their motivation to change. The first finding worth noting is the amount of time spent engaged with the game. Although participants were required to play for only 12 minutes a week, the mean time played was approximately 30 minutes, with some individuals playing more than 1 hour each week. This suggests that the users found the game engaging and offers hope for creating an intervention-like training program that people will find intrinsically rewarding. In terms of behavioral manifestations of the training, we measured the amount of alcohol consumed on typical drinking days and heavier-than-usual days. Prior to the training, the experimental group consumed an average of 19.7 units of alcohol on typical drinking days and 24 units on heavier drinking days. After 2 weeks of playing the game, their drinking had decreased to 10.6 units on typical days and 15.7 units on heavier days. After a further 2 weeks (i.e., at the end of the 4-week intervention), the levels consumed remained at this lower level (11.1 units and 15.5 units), and at the later (8-week) follow-up, after participants had stopped playing the game for 4 weeks, the units consumed actually decreased even more (to 8.6 and 12.5 units/day).

The mean total score on the Drinker Inventory of Consequences also decreased in this group from 21.9 before playing the game to 16.2 after 2 weeks of playing and to 14.8 after an additional 4 weeks, and the reduction was maintained at 13.9 at the post-play, 4-week follow-up. We also found improvements in situational confidence across the testing periods (with a mean score before training of 71, which increased to 72 at 2 weeks, to 74 at 4 weeks, and to 76 at the 4-week follow-up). We also found improvements in an array of other behaviors related to health, work, and self-esteem. Interestingly, we also found some changes in variables that suggest that we are not seeing purely social-desirability or pleasing-the-experimenter effects. For example, across the various sessions, participants reported liking the taste of alcohol more and enjoying their drinking more. The most optimistic interpretation is that the participants were learning to moderate and enjoy their drinking in a more responsible and less harmful way.

Initial feedback on the game suggests that it is easy to use (70% agreed) and enjoyable to play (65% agreed). High attrition among the control group makes it difficult to make direct comparisons between the 2 groups, but this may be another indicator that the game itself is engaging. At this point, these initial, very encouraging results are being followed up in a larger sample with a more appropriate control group.

Conclusions

As this article shows, attentional bias for substance-related stimuli has been commonly observed among individuals with a substance-use disorder, and having a substance-related attentional bias increases the likelihood that a substance user will actually use now and in the future. Training techniques have been developed for helping substance users to overcome their attentional distraction for substance-related stimuli. These techni-
quies have been shown to be effective in reducing both attentional bias and substance use. We think that it is important for both clinicians and substance users who are attempting to change their behavior to be aware of the role that attentional bias might play in maintaining the unwanted behavior. It is also important for them to be aware of the options that are available for overcoming the attentional bias.

We believe that attentional training should be given more weight in intervention programs for addiction disorders, because attentional bias seems to play a role in the uncontrollability of the behavior. The preliminary evidence for the effectiveness of attentional training for addictive disorders is encouraging, although rigorous clinical trials have not yet been conducted. As noted in this article, there are many advantages of computerized and mobile attentional training. The training is inexpensive and easy to administer, it can be fun to use, it can be scheduled and adjusted to meet each individual’s needs, and it can be used in a person’s home on his or her own electronic devices.
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